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Professional commercial diving and marine construction services were requested to 

inspect and document existing substructure conditions at the Flagler Beach Pier, 

Flagler Beach, Florida, post Hurricane Irma.  

 

The Flagler Beach Pier is a timber pile structure located at the intersection of 2nd. 

Street and Florida A1A, Flagler Beach, Florida. Original pier construction was 

completed in 1928.  

 

Pier substructure composition is comprised of 12” to14” diameter (butt) timber pile 

bents supporting 12” x 12” timber caps (running north to south). Transverse pile 

caps support longitudinal stringers (running east to west) which are 4” x 12” 

providing the substructure and superstructure for transverse 2” x 6” decking. Pile 

bents and piling are connected by cross bracing which are 4” x 8” or 4” X 6” timbers 

bolted to the piling diagonally and pinned in the middle where they cross. Additional 

cross bracing consists of a 4” X 8” horizontal X brace between the pile bents 

directly below the stringers. 

 

Divers utilizing surface supplied dive gear with hardwire communications inspected 

the subsea structure timber piling. Inspection was visual and accomplished by divers 

familiar with this type of pier construction and configuration.  

 

Pile layout and sequencing was referenced from drawings Titled FISHING PIER-

HURRICANE MATTHEW EMERGENCY SAFETY TEMPORARY REPAIRS dated JANUARY 

2017 supplied by and prepared by Mott Macdonald. 

 
The results of Inspection are as follows: 

 

Inspection of the Fishing Pier substructure was completed with divers for the 

underwater portions and marine construction personnel working beneath the pier 

from the waterline to the sub deck level. 

 

Substructure Piling ISubstructure Piling ISubstructure Piling ISubstructure Piling Inspection nspection nspection nspection RevealedRevealedRevealedRevealed    The FThe FThe FThe Followingollowingollowingollowing: 

 

 40 Piles were found to have greater than 50% of the pile not touching the cap beam, 

11 of those 40 piles have 100% of the pile not touching the cap beam. 11 piles are 

providing no support to the caps, stringers and deck (see attached Pile Inspection 

Sheets). 

 

Heavy seas and currents experienced during the hurricane have scoured out the 

ground line, exposing and suspending past pile jacket repairs from 0' to 3' 

 

49 Piles have scour resulting in suspended pile jackets. Previously buried sections 

of piling now are exposed and unprotected against marine borers. 

 

One pile was moving freely at the top (Bent 13 Pile C). A second pile was found to be 

moving slightly in heavy seas (Bent 15 Pile D) (see attached Pile Inspection sheets). 

 

Due to the piles moving or “working” during the storm, the majority of epoxy seals on 

every pile jacket are broken/cracked/failed, leaving an annular space of trapped 

seawater.  

 

There are at least 7 pile that are deteriorated 60% or more (see attached Pile 

Inspection Sheet). “Deteriorated” refers to the percentage of the substructure 

member that appears weakened beyond its useful service life. 
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Cap and Stringer ICap and Stringer ICap and Stringer ICap and Stringer Inspection nspection nspection nspection Revealed Revealed Revealed Revealed thethethethe    FFFFollowing:ollowing:ollowing:ollowing:    

    

The cap beams were found to be generally in good condition. There are however, 2 

beams deteriorated more than 60% (see attached Pile Inspection sheets).  

 

Overall Specific FindingsOverall Specific FindingsOverall Specific FindingsOverall Specific Findings                                                                 

 

Bent 13 

Pile C is moving and does not touch cap 

Pile E 90% pile does not touch cap 

Pile B, G and H 50% of pile does not touch cap 

SS strap on Pile Band C is Broken 

Pile H has suspended jacket 

 

Bent 14 

Pile B is not touching cap 

Pile H 50% of pile does not touch the cap 

The west face vertical diagonal X brace hardware is working/loose 

Piles B, D, F and H have suspended jackets 

 

Bent 15 

Piles D 100% of pile not touching the cap, pile is moving at the top, hardware working 

out of timber on SS straps 

Pile B 50% of pile does not touch cap 

Piles B, D, F and H have suspended jackets 

 

Bent 16 

Pile H has 50% not touching the cap 

Piles B, D, F and H have suspended jackets 

 

Bent 17 

Pile F and H 50% of pile does not touch the cap 

The west face vertical diagonal X brace broken 

Piles B, D, F and H have suspended jackets 

  

Bent 18 

The south face vertical diagonal X brace broken 

Piles B, D, F and H have suspended jackets 

 

Bent 19 

Pile B 100% of pile is not touching the cap 

Pile F 70% of pile is not touching cap 

Pile H failed pile to cap repair 

Horizontal X brace hardware is working 

Piles B, F and H have suspended jackets 

 

Bent 20 

Piles F and H have suspended jackets 

 

Bent 21 

Pile H 90% of pile is not touching cap 

Horizontal X Brace Hardware is working 

Piles D, F and H have suspended jackets 

  

 

Bent 22 

Piles B, and F have suspended jackets 
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Bent 23 

Pile B 50% of pile not touching cap 

Pile H 60% of pile not touching cap 

Horizontal X Brace Hardware is working 

Pile H has suspended jackets 

 

Bent 24 

Pile B has 50% not touching the cap 

Piles B, F and H have suspended jackets 

 

Bent 25 

Pile D 90% not touching the cap 

Piles B, D, F, and H have suspended jackets 

 

Bent 26 

Piles B, D, F, and H have suspended jackets 

 

Bent 27 

Pile B has 80% not touching the cap 

Piles B, F, and H have suspended jackets 

 

Bent 28  

Appears in serviceable condition 

 

Bent 29  

The west face vertical diagonal X brace Hardware is loose 

 

Bent 30 

Pile D 50% of pile not touching cap 

SS strap on Pile D is Loose 

Pile F east Face vertical diagonal hardware is working 

 

Bent 31 

Appears in serviceable condition 

 

Bent 32 

Appears in serviceable condition 

 

Bent 33 

Pile E SS strap Missing Hardware 

Pile H 100% of pile not touching cap 

The East face vertical diagonal has no hardware on pile D 

The West face vertical diagonal has no hardware on pile E 

Piles E and G have suspended jackets 

 

Bent 34 

Pile F has 80% of pile not touching the cap 

Pile H has 50% of pile not touching the cap 

Horizontal X brace missing hardware 

 

Bent 35 

Pile D 60% of pile not touching the cap 

The horizontal X braces are 60% wasted 

Pile F has a suspended jacket 
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Bent 36 

Appears in serviceable condition 

 

Bent 37 

Pile E 90% of pile not touching the cap 

Pile E is 70% wasted (top of pile split) 

Pile G 90% of pile not touching the cap 

 

Bent 38 

Pile H has 100%of pile not touching the cap 

Pile H has broken SS straps 

 

Bent 39 

Appears in serviceable condition 

 

Bent 40 

Pile E 100% of pile not touching cap 

Pile F 90% of pile not touching cap and SS strap hardware working 

West face vertical diagonal X brace broken 

 

Bent 41 

Pile G 90% of pile is not touching cap 

Pile H 80% not touching Cap 

 

Bent 42 

Appears in serviceable condition 

 

Bent 43 

Pile G 100% of pile is not touching cap 

Pile H 100% of pile is not touching cap 

Pile cap 60% wasted 

 

Bent 44 

Pile C SS strap missing hardware 

West face vertical diagonal is missing hardware on pile D 

 

Bent 45 

 

Pile C 100% of pile is not touching the cap 

Pile C SS strap has no hardware 

Pile E 100% of pile is not touching the cap 

Piles D and B are 50% deteriorated 

Pile F is 80% deteriorated 

Horizontal X brace Hardware 60% wasted 

Cap is 50% wasted 

 

Bent 46 

Pile H 90% of pile not touching cap 

Horizontal X brace hardware 90% wasted 

Cap is 80% wasted 

 

Bent 47 

East face vertical diagonal missing hardware on pile D 

Cap is 50% wasted 
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Bent 48 

Cap is 50% wasted 

 

Bent 49 

Appears in serviceable condition 

 

Bent 50 

Pile D is severely split on the east face 90% wasted  

Pile F is 60% wasted and 20% of pile not touching cap 

Pile H is 70% wasted and 20% of pile touching the cap 

Cap 50% wasted 

 

Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:    

 

Fishing Pier Fishing Pier Fishing Pier Fishing Pier     

 

Hurricane driven elevated seas and current have scoured out the ground line 

removing sand by approximately - 3’ from the baseline set after hurricane Matthew 

along the Fishing Pier, resulting in less pile embedment depth /burial and allowing 

more movement “working” of the substructure.  

 

Recommendations:Recommendations:Recommendations:Recommendations:    

 

1) Remove and replace all missing, failed, loose, cracked cross bracing.  
2) Repair all suspended epoxy pile jacket repairs by installing pile jacket 

extensions  from the lower suspended elevation into the existing ground  line -

3’. 

3) Jack, shim, and level all loose piles that are not touching pile caps and 
carrying deck load. 

4) Replace all failed or missing Hurricane straps and hardware.  
5) Apply 2-part epoxy in all upper elevation pile jackets gaps. Inject or force 

epoxy into the annular space for permanent repair. 

6) Install ¾” galvanized through bolts with ¾” galvanized Ogee washers on the 

ends of all stringers into the corresponding stringer ends to better tie them 

together at each bent. 

 

 

 

 

/Scott C. Anderson/ 

 

S. C. Anderson 

President                                            

Logan Diving & Salvage                      

sanderson@logandiving.com     
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Bent 47 Pile D 

 

 
 

Bent 13 Pile  
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Bent 13 Pile C 

 

 
 

Bent 37 pile E 
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Bent 45 pile C and E 

 

 

 
Bent 17 to 18 failed cross bracing 


